Based on Short Motion Paths and Artificial Intelligence Method for Chinese Chess Game
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Abstract
The article develops the decision rules to win each set of the Chinese chess game using evaluation algorithm and
artificial intelligence method, and uses the mobile robot to be instead of the chess, and presents the movement
scenarios using the shortest motion paths for mobile robots. User can play the Chinese chess game according to the
game rules with the supervised computer. The supervised computer decides the optimal motion path to win the set
using artificial intelligence method, and controls mobile robots according to the programmed motion paths of the
chesses moving on the platform via wireless RF interface. We use enhanced A* searching algorithm to solve the
shortest path problem of the assigned chess, and solve the collision problems of the motion paths for two mobile
robots moving on the platform simultaneously. We implement a famous set to be called “wild horses run in farm”
using the proposed method. First we use simulation method to display the motion paths of the assigned chesses for
the player and the supervised computer. Then the supervised computer implements the simulation results on the
chessboard platform using mobile robots. Mobile robots move on the chessboard platform according to the
programmed motion paths and is guided to move on the centre line of the corridor, and avoid the obstacles
(chesses), and detect the cross point of the platform using three reflective IR modules.
Keywords: Evaluation algorithm, artificial intelligence method, wireless RF interface, enhance A* searching
algorithm

shortest path for mobile robots (chesses) moving to the
target points. Player moves the chess to the assigned
location or takes the chess of the supervised computer.
Then there are two chesses (robots) moving in the
platform simultaneously. The assigned two robots may
collide on the programmed motion paths. The proposed
algorithm can solve the collision condition of two
mobile robots and improve the shortest motion path
using enhance A* searching algorithm [2, 3].
In some condition, the mobile robot must programs
the shortest path and avoids the other chess moving to
the next position. A* heuristic function is introduced to
improve local searching ability and to estimate the
forgotten value [4]. Flavio et al. presented a multi-robot

1. Introduction
Chinese chess game is one of the most popular games,
and is similar to Western chess to be a two-player game
with a complexity level, and is classified red side and
black side. In the recent, the Chinese chess game has
gradually attracted many researchers’ attention, and
many evolutionary algorithms to be proposed. Darwen
et al. proposed the co-evolutionary algorithm to solve
problems where an object measure to guide the search
process is extremely difficult to device [1].
In the paper, we use the multi-robot system to
present the scenario of the Chinese chess game, and
uses enhance A* searching algorithm to program the
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exploration algorithm that aims at reducing the
exploration time and to minimize the overall traverse
distance of the robots by coordinating the movement of
the robots performing the exploration [5].

time of each step. Players don’t obey the game rules to
move chess using the mouse. The supervised computer
can’t permit and display the movement status on the
user interface.

2. System Architecture

3. Motion Planning

The system architecture of the Chinese chess game
system is shown in Fig. 1. The system contains a
supervised computer, some wireless RF modules, a grid
based platform, thirty-two mobile robots and some
wireless modules. The game is classified red side (User)
and black side (The supervised computer), and belongs
to two players. Each side includes sixteen chesses.
Player moves chess using the mouse on the user
interface, or takes chess of the other side. The chess
game will be ending until the king of each side to be
taken by another side.
We want to increase the entertainment function using
mobile robots to present the movement scenarios of the
chesses. The supervised computer is a player to compete
with the user, and programs the shortest motion path
using enhance A* searching algorithm and transmits the
ID code and motion command to the assigned mobile
robots. The assigned mobile robots receive the self-ID
code and the target positions via wireless RF interface,
and move to the assigned positions to avoid the collision
paths according to the programmed motion paths.

The mobile robot has the shape of cylinder, and it’s
equipped with a microchip (STC12C5A60S2) as the
controller, two DC servomotors and two driver devices,
some sensor circuits (contain compass circuit), a voice
module, three Li batteries, a wireless RF interface
(2.4GHz) and three reflect IR sensor modules (One
module contains two reflective IR sensors). Meanwhile,
the mobile robot has four wheels to provide the
capability of autonomous mobility. The structure of the
mobile robot is shown in Fig. 1.
The mobile robot uses three reflective IR modules to
detect the wall of each grid and obstacles. Two
reflective IR sensors are fixed on the both sides of the
mobile robot. The detection distance of the front side is
shorter than the behind side shown in Fig. 2(a). In the
both side’s modules, two reflective IR sensors of the
front side can detect distance to control the mobile robot
moving in the centre line of the corridor shown in Fig.
2(b). Two reflective IR sensors can detect the maximum
distance to be equal to the width of the corridor minuses
the width of the mobile robot to be fixed on the behind
side of the module shown in Fig. 2(c). The other
reflective IR module is fixed on the front side, and
detects the object or the mobile robot on the motion path.

(a)
Fig. 1. System architecture
In the collision problem, player moves chess to take
chess of the other side. The user interface programs two
motion paths for the assigned chesses. Two mobile
robots avoid collision points and paths according to the
programmed motion paths moving on the platform.
Players can set game time of each set and limit moving

(b)
(c)
Fig. 2. The detection range for reflective IR modules
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A* searching algorithm solves the path planning
problem of multiple nodes travel system. The formula
of A* searching algorithm is following

f n

gn

hn

The movement status of the mobile robot is instead of
the assigned chess shown in Fig. 4(a). Then the
computer moves the black advisor to protect the king
from (5, 2) to (6, 1). The movement scenario of the
assigned chess is shown in Fig. 4(b).

(1)

The core part of an intelligent searching algorithm is
the definition of a proper heuristic function f n .
g n is the exact cost at sample time n from start point
to the next point. h n is the minimum cost. In this
study, n is reschedules as n to generate an
approximate minimum cost schedule. The equation (1)
can be rewritten as follows:

f n

gn

hn

(2)

The A* searching algorithm can program local
minimum motion path. We improve A* searching
algorithm that is called enhance A* searching algorithm,
and searches the shortest motion path for mobile robots
[7]. In the Chinese chess game, the chesses of red side
must face to the black side. In the same way, the chesses
of black side must face to red side, too. The enhance A*
searching algorithm can delete the turn numbers to
decrease the total motion distance, and select all cross
points from the programmed motion path to cut down
redundant motion path in the rectangle region.
4.

Fig. 3 A famous set “Wild horses run in farm”
The player moves the red horse to take the black
king from the position (7, 5) to the position (6, 3), and
the computer moves the black king from the position (5,
1) to (5, 2) in the second step. The movement process of
the grid based platform is shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d).
Each step of the computer must calculate the score of
the moveable chesses shown in Table 1. Then the
computer decides the optimal motion path of the
selected chess. In the third step, the player moves the
red rook from (8, 1) to (8, 2), and the computer moves
the black elephant from (3, 1) to (1, 3) shown in Fig. 4(e)
and (f). Then the black king will be taken by the red
rook in the fourth step of the red side, and the game will
be ending. The movement scenarios of two chesses (two
mobile robots) are shown in Fig. 4(g). The motion paths
of two mobile robots have collision problem in the case.
The supervised computer must re-program the new
motion paths to avoid the collision path. The black king
is taken by the red rook, and moves to the assigned
position 28. The set will be ending. The final
arrangement positions of the remainder chesses shown
in Fig. 4(h).

Experimental Result

We make an example to explain how to implement in
Chinese chess game, use evaluation algorithm and
artificial intelligence method to decide the moving chess
with the highest evaluation score, and use enhance A*
searching algorithm to program the shortest motion
paths of the assigned chesses from the start positions to
the target positions. There is a famous set to be called
“wild horse run in farm” shown in Fig. 3.
There are eight chesses (one king, two elephants,
two rooks, one horse, two pawns) in red side and nine
chesses (one king, two advisors, two elephants, one
rook, and three pawns) in the black side. Movement
process of the set is belonging to the player and the
supervised computer shown in Table.1 to be classified
four steps. In the first step, the player moves red rook
form (8, 5) to (8, 1). The motion path of the chess “red
rook” is programmed using enhance A* searching
algorithm. The movement scenario of the assigned chess
is shown in left-up side of Fig. 4(a) on the user interface.

Table 1 Movement process of the assigned set
Computer (black side, using
evaluation algorithm)
Player (red side)
Movement process
Score
Rook
Advisor (5,2)
First step
-295
(8,5)→(8,1)
→(6,1)
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Second
step
Third
step
Fourth
step
Result

Horse (7,5)
→(6,3)
Rook (8,1)
→(8,2)
Rook (8,2)
→(5,2)
Winner

(a)The first step (player)

King (5,1) →(5,2)

-18888

Elephant (3,1)
→(1,3)

-19991

for multiple mobile robots moving on the chessboard
platform simultaneously. We implemented a famous set
to be called “wild horses run in farm” using the
proposed method. The paper used the set to implement
the evaluation algorithm, artificial intelligence method
and enhance A* searching algorithm. The proposed
methods are not only used in the Chinese chess game,
but also applied in various game, and entertainment
field, and manufacture process and production
management. Further the moving process of mobile
robots can be used in the simultaneous war using the
proposed algorithms.

(b)The first step(computer)
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(c)The second step (player) (d)The second step (computer)

(e)The third step (player) (f)The third step (computer)

(i)The final step (player) (j)The final arrangement
Fig. 4. Moving process for the set
5. Conclusion
The Chinese chess game system contained a supervised
computer with the user interface, some wireless RF
modules, a chessboard platform and thirty-two mobile
robots. The computer can select moveable method of
the assigned chess using evaluation algorithm and
artificial intelligence method. We program the shortest
motion paths of assigned chesses using enhance A*
searching algorithm to obey the rule of Chinese chess
game. The proposed methods can program two motion
paths for two chesses, and solve the collision problem
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